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Vedette provides evidence-based decision support
• Our delivery capability is built on a bespoke basis, from a highly expert core team and over 90
Associate Partners with a wide range of expertise and experience
• Well-established partnerships with three Universities and a number of consulting firms: but
are independent of any products and services so offer objective advice
• Recent projects have supported clients across four thematic areas:
1.

Enabling applied research and analysis

2.

Informing policy and strategy

3.

Optimising today’s capability

4.

Shaping tomorrow’s requirements

Successful projects for a range of clients

Our focus is on exploitable application of analysis
• We provide distinctive, independent advice, analysis and support to clients who operate in the
national and transnational defence and security domains
• Our specialism is decision-making in dynamic conditions of risk and uncertainty – especially in
integrated C2 contexts
• Our research methodology is interdisciplinary and our focus on exploitable application in both
concept and practice spaces
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Dynamic, networked Information Environments

Innovative and blended wargaming approaches
• Manual wargaming as a complementary and mutually supporting tool to synthetic and
simulated approaches
• Close collaboration with clients to understand their operating environment, aims and
objectives: the knowledge, experience and soft skills to act as a customer friend

• Evaluation and exploitation planned from the beginning, linking research to practice, doctrine,
policy and strategy
• Battle Staff Coaching on Course of Action wargaming for SJFHQ Group, Maritime Battle Staff,
Joint Force Air Component HQ

• Space Wargame: design, develop and present a manual wargame system to illustrate and
develop awareness of the operational issues of space in a military context
• Land Warfare Centre wargames: designing and delivering four wargames from now to Apr 20
on deep manoeuvre, rear area security, military deception and CBRN

• Information Advantage wargame in partnership with University planned for Q1 2020

A tailored approach to achieve positive outcomes
• Maximising Exploitability. Unique ‘pracademic’ cadre able to ensure/assure operational
relevance of research. We transverse industry, academia, military (in all its dialects including
intelligence, planning, C2, ROE and targeting, Joint Effects, Joint Action and Logistics)
• Stakeholder engagement. Well connected, well known and ability to engage productively
across defence and security stakeholders
• Red Teaming and Alternative Thinking. Used by DCDC and others to cast a critical eye over
doctrine, concepts and emerging thinking
• Human-in-the-loop decision-making. Significant experience and credibility in the benefits
and limitations of technology-enabled decision making at both Command and Staff level
• Imagining the Future Operating Environment. Sought-after thought leaders/speakers on the
impact of the emerging/future operating environment on C2 and decision-making
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